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PURPOSE AND PLAN

The purpose of this paper is to provide an elementary
approach to Boolean algebra.

It is designed to give an

idea of what is meant by a Boclean algebra and to supply
the necessary background material.

The only prerequisite

for this unit is one year of high school algebra and an
open mind so that new concepts will be considered reasonable even though they nay conflict with preconceived ideas.
A mathematical science when put in final form consists
of a set of undefined terms and unproved propositions
called postulates, in terrrs of which all other concepts are
defined, and from which all other propositions are proved.
These proved propositions are called theorems.
course, a {!lark of mathematical

elegan~e.

It is, of

to reduce the

number of undefined concepts and postulates to a rrinimum.
If one takes as an assumption a proposition that night have
been proved on the basis of the other assurrptions, the
beauty of the structure is somewhat marred.
Since this unit is intended for the use of students
with only one

~ear

of algebra as mathematical background,

some of the more involved propositic ns wi.11 be included
as postulates and will not be proved.
\

It is hcped that

they will be accepted intuitively as correct.

lNTRlDUCTlCN

Webster defines Boolean algebra (and spells it Boolian)
as,

"The science of symbols denoting logical prepositions

and tteir

ccmbination~>

according to certain rules which

correspond to the laws cf logic."

This does net tell the

high school student much because he has rn t previously
studied the laws c1 logic.
James and James,
definition,

nA set ·which is a ring wj_th the added

properties that
elen:ent

:1

lathematical Dictionar,, rive[: tl is

x • x

suet that

=

x, fer each x, and there is an

x • l

=

x, for ead x •.• "
1

there are terrs usec1, such as set and ring,
stuu.ent is net ;et familiar.

~:i th

Here again
which the

Perhaps a formal definition

s.hGl;ld be left until an example of a Boolec:.n ale:ebra h;s
been developed.

A NC TICN CF A lATREr· AT I CAL SYSTEM

'l'he.:;e definitions suggest a matbematical system
without any ref'erence to nurrbe1°s.

"e are fan:ili2r with

the system of numbers m ..;ed in every da:y life, the real
nurbers.

'l'hese 1:umben:.; ta ve n:any ;roperties and may be

corrbi.ned by various operations.
have certain properties.

Tr'e operations in turn

Considering only the operations

addition and multiplicaticn, some of the more important
properties are:
I.

The commutative law for addition;
a + b = b + a

II.

The commutative law for multiplication;
a•b=b•a

III.

The associative law for addition;
a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c

IV.

The associative law for multiplication;
a(bc) = (ab)c

V.

The distributive law for multiplication
over addition;
a(b + c) =ab + ac

Using only these properties and the elenentary
axiom which states that any quantity may be substituted
for its equal, certain propositions can be proved.

THEC:HErc,:

If' a, b, and c are

a + be

then

PHCCF:

a + be

a + be

= a + cb

=

any real numbers,

cb + a.
Commutative law for multiplication.

=

cb + a

Commutative law for addition.

=

cb + a

Any quantity may be substituted
for its equal.

'l'HECREk:

a, b and c are any real numbers,

If

then, a(b + be)

PRCCF:

a(b + be)

= b(a

+ ac).

= ab + a(bc)

Distributive law

= ab + (ab)c

Associative law for
rnult iplicat ion

=

ba + (ba)c

Commutative law for
multiplication

= ba + b(ac)

Associative law for
11ultiplication

= b(a + ac)
a(b + be)

=

b(a + ac)

Distributive law
Substitution

The mathematical system in which V-J"e are interested
is a "number-liken system.

Instead of a system of

numbers, it is a system of elements which have no direct
relationship to counting or measuring.

This system is

li.ke the "real" number system in the sense that it has
undefined terms and the two operations of addition and
multiplication.

It also has the five basic properties

listed above for the real number system.

D:6FINlTIGN:
eleTI"ents

A number-like system is a set S of

a, b, c, ••• , and two operations addition and

multiplication, sucli that if
in set S, then

a and b

are any two eler'ents

a+ band ao bare in set Sand such that

the five basic laws are satisfied, namely tLe commutative
laws for addition and multiplication, the associative
laws for addition and multiplication, and the distributive
law for multiplication over addition.

The first part of the definition tells us that the
set is "closedt1 under addition and multiplication.

ln

the real number system consider all the even numbers:

4, 6, 8, 10, ••••

2,

The sum of any two even numbers is also

an even number.

The pre duct of

an even number.

Therefore we say tlte set of even numbers

an~

two even numbers is

is clcsed under additicn and multiplication.
Consider all the odd numbers:

1, 3, 5, ?, 9, ••••

The sum of two odd numbers is not an odd number, hence
the set of odd numbers is not closed under addition.

The

set of odd numbers is closec! under multiplication, however,
since the product cf any two odd numbers is always odd.

AN lDEA CF SET

The definition above talks about a "set S of elements
a, b, c, ••• 11 •
idea of set.
nelement".

To understand this we must first have an
~e

do not try to define the words nset" and

They designate a universe of discotrse or a

field of interest, a group of things about which we can talk.

A set rra.y be thought of as a collection or group of
"things".

Any one of these "things" is called an

elenent or a member of the set.
The symbol comrronly used for a set is a pair of
braces ~ \, with the elements inside.
~

I

of the members of the set such as:

This may be a list
S = {John, fJ_ary, Amy}

This set consists of only three elements but it is also
said to contain several subsets.

DEFINITICN:

Set A is a subset of set S if every element

cf A is also an element of

s.

If there is some element

of S which is not an element of A, then A is a proper

subset of

s.

EXAMPLE:

Al

=

{John}

A2 ={John, Mary?

A3 ={John, Mary, Amy}

A4

= {

'-

\

J

Al and A2 are proper subsets of S since every member of

each is also a member of S and tLere is left a memb,:_r of
S not fcund in A1 and A2.

The others are different.

AJ

contains every element of S, but the definition includes
A3 as a subset, for all the elements of A3 are fcund in S.
A4 contains no elements so all the elenents of A4 , of which
there are none, are also elerrents of

S, hence A4 is a

subset.

Tb is set which has no

element~:~

is called the

empty set, or the null set, and it is designated by the
s:,mbol

¢.

This is the symbol for the Greek letter "Phin,

pronounced "fee".

It is 0seful to remember that every

set is a subset of itself and also that the null set is
a subset of every set.

Since a subset is a set in its

own right we often refer to a subset as a set.
There are several ways of expressing the ;-:ame set, but
there must be no question as to what members are included.
The method above is called the roster or listiPg method.
There is also the descriptive method and the symbolic
method.

For example, the set ccntaining all tbe integers

greater than 4 and less than 9 may be written several v·;ays.

Descriptive method:
S1 = {.All the integers greater tl1an 4 and less than 9}

Roster method:
S2

(

.

\

= l_ 5 , 6, 7, 8 J

Symbolic method:

S3

s3

= ~ x : x an integer and 4<x<9}

is alsc called the set-builder method and is standard

notation found in most textbooks.

lt is read, "All x

such that x is an integer and x is greater than four
and less than nine.n

A NU1"~BER-LIKE Iv_ATHEl\.ATlCAL SYSTEiv~

We propose tc. develop a mathematical system which
satisfies the definiticn or a number-like system.

As

elements in our number-like system we Will use all the
subsets of the set

u

={x,

z}.

y,

It is convenient to

designate each subset by a capital letter.

Observe that

out elemerts are sets, so in reality ""'e are talking
about a set of sets.

SAJ-" PLE

SiST:

A
B

c
D

= {x,

=t

y}

E

z}

F

= x ' z\)
={x}

¢

= {y}
= { z}

={ }

u = { x, y,

z}

Let us consider ways in which sets may be combined.
Remember that there are only three elenents in the
original set.

These three elements make up the universe

of discourse, hence the appropriate name
subset listed.

Combinations of sets must give us a set

which is also a member of the uni verse.
the set

U for the last

In other words,

U is closed under the operations upon it.

When we combine set

E

and set

we have y from E and z from F.

F

from the sample set,

This combining process,

called union, is similar to the process of addition in

The symbol for union is U and we write

arithmetic.

EL: F

for the union of

DEFINITICN:

E

and

F.

The union of two sets is the set of all

elements belonging to either of the two sets or to
both or them.

iXAI,,PLE:

u{

1

·u F = { y}
z} = { y' z = B
AU B = { x, y }u { y, z = { x, y, z} = U
E

EXERCISE:

l

The Civics class and the History class are
using the same textbook.

The assignment in

Civics includes pages 24-39.

'I'he assignment

in History is to read pages 33-54.

How many

i

pages must be read to prepare both assignments?

c'u '

G

={ x

H

= lx

H

= x

x =a page in the text and 24 <x"'.S'. 39
x = a page in the text and 33<x~54.

l

t

x = a pape in the text and

24.<x~ 54}

To prepare both assignments the student must
read 31 par;es.

Examining set
that the element

A.

y

and set

is in each set, or

intersection of the two sets.
is

n

and we write

the intersection of

B of the sample set, we find

An B,
A and

y

is in the

The symbol for intersection

read it
B.

ttA intersection Bn, for

DEFINlTilN:

The intersection of two sets

the set cf all elements which are in

A and

B

is

A and also in

B.

EXJUPLE:

EXEH.CISE:

In the exercise abcve pages 33-39 were found
in each assignment.

These pagec; are in the

intersection of tte two sets.

c (',

H = { x : x = a page in the text and 33<xs39}

Both of these operations U and n may be extended to
three or more sets.
A,

C and

A and

If \i\e consider the intersection of

D of the sample set, the interEection cf

C forms a set

A f'1 C and this set nay be combined

by the definition of intersection with set

D in the

following manner:

This mathematical system we are developing is an
example of a Bcolean algebra.

The operation union is

scmetimes called Boolean addition; and intersection is

Figure 1:

u
K

1

u=

{q,

r, s' t' u,

K

=

{q,

r,

1

=

lt,
L

u,

E}

v,

w

v}

Figure 2:

u
1<

N

u

= { q,

K

= { q, r,
= { s, t,

N

r, s, t, u, v,

:) s,

KUN

= { q, r,

Kn

= { s}

N

w}

t, u}

Figure 3:

u

----

u=

s , t, u, v,

K

{q, r,
= {q, r,

s}

M

= {r, s}

w}

K is a proper subset of

u.

M is a proper subset of K

and also of

u.

sometimes called Boolean multiplication.

This collection

of sets with the two operations on them fits the description of a Boolean algebra.

To show that this Boolean

algebra is a number-like system, we must show that it
obeys the commutative, associative, and distributive
laws as stated in the definition of a number-like system.

VENN DIA GRAl\ S

We will use Venn diagrams to clarify these relationships.

A Venn diagram is one that represents the elements

of a universal set as enclosed in a rectangular area.
Within this area circles are used to designate subsets
of the original set.

The rectangle symbolizes the

universe of' disccurse and is labeled

U as in figure 1.

Figure 1 is a Venn diagram showing the relationship
of the uni verse. of discc1Jrse
K and

L.

u and the two subsets

Since the:r havo no element in common they

do not intersect.

Their intersection, then, is the

¢.

null set,

Figure 2 shows the intersection of two subsets,
K and
common.

N.

These subsets have only the element

s

in

Their union includes elerr.ents q, r, s, t, and u.

Figure 3 illustrates the relationship of proper
subsets to each other and to the universe of disccurse.

Figure 4:

u

u = {q,
M
N

M

r, s, t' u, v°">

= { r, s,

N=

{s,

t,

J

t}
r}

MU N = Mn N
M = N

u

Figure 5:

u = { q,

r,

s, t,

u, v}

K = { q, r, s, t }
L =

{s,

KU L

=

t,

{q,

u}
s, t, u }

r,

K U L=L U K

Figure 6:

u

u
K

0

=
=

{q,

i

q,

r, s, t' u,
r, s,

1

=

p

= { q}

s, t,

K (\ L = { s,

v}

t}

u}

t}

K n L=L n K
K n P = P;

KU P

= K

If

and

fo

N are two subsets containing exactly

the same elements r, s, t, their union which contains
only the elements r, s, t, is shown as in figure 4.
Since the elements r, s, and t are found in both subsets,
they have total intersection.
as

Their union is the same

1'1 (or as N} and their intersection is the san·e as

The ref ore, l\, = N, and we say these are

rv, or as N.

identical sets.

It is necessary for the union of two

sets to equal the intersection of the two sets for them
to be identical.

The order in which the elements are

listed does not change the set.
The commutative property of both union and intersection is too obvious to need proof when pictured by
Venn diagrams.
the

elen~nts

subset L.

The shaded area in figure 5 includes all

that are in subset

K and all those in

The shaded area in figure 6 includes only

those elements which are in

K and also in

L.

The intersection of a set with one of its prcper
subsets is that proper subset.

figure 6.

This is illustrated in

Here we find that P is a proper subset of K,

the only element they have in common is the element q,
hence

K

n P = { q} =

P.

The union cf these two sets

contains the same elerr.ents which are found in K.

This

demonstrates the fact that the union of a set with one
of its proper subsets is the original set.

Figure 7:

u
I

M

u = a, b, c,
K = a, b, c,

d,

1

= c, d,

e,

f}

1\1

= { a, d, e,

g}

(K n L) (IM

e,

f,

g,

d}

is the area

outlined in red.

u

Figure 8:
K

n (1 (I

M)

is the area

outlined in red .

u

Fi gure 9:
(K

LJ

L)

LJ

M = K

LJ

(L U M)

h}

We discussed earlier the intersection of three
sets.

Perhaps Venn diagrams will make the associative

law for intersection seem evident.
each contain ,3lements
in

Kn 1.

Sets

c and d, hence

K and 1

c and d are

The intersection of this set ( ccntaining

only c and d) and the set

M is just the element d.

See figure 7.
In figure 8 the lightly shaded area shows the
intersection of
elements

L and M, a set which contains

d and e.

The intersection of

K with this

newly formed set is only elerr.ent d as indicated by
the heavily shaded area.
In a similar manner it can be shown that
(KU L)U M =KU (LUM); hence the associative law
holds for union, also.
that the elen:ents of

Figure 9 makes it easy to see

KU

LUC

remain the

s~me

regardless of the order in which they are combined
or listed.

The fifth law in our definition of a numberlike system states that multiplication is distributive
with respect to addition.

This law can be translated

from familiar algebraic symbols into the new set symbols.
Remember that the process union is often called Boolean
addition, and intersection is sometimes called Boolean

Fi gure 10:

u

~

i

,_

u = { q,
K

r, s, t, u, v, w,

= { q, r, s, t

M = { s, t, u, v

N= { r,

t, v, w

K

M
K n

NJlllll
(MU N)

is the area

outlined in red.

u

Fi gure 11:
Kn M 11111

KnN
(K

n M) U (K n N)

is the

area outlined in red.

x)

multiplication.

Venn diagrams may hel p to rrake this

seem more re a s onable.

Making the proper substitutions

we have:
k(m + n)
K n

(MUN )= ( Kn M) u

The union of
u, v, w.

= km + kn

M and N contains ele ment s r, s, t,

Of these onl y

r, s , t, are also f ound i n

Th er efore t h e int er s ect ion of
only r, s, t.

(K 0 N)

~- U

N with

K.

K contains

This is the heavily shaded area in fi gure

10, representing the left me mber of the Boolean equation.

Fi gure 11 illustrat e s t he r i ght rre mber of the
Bool ean equation.

The inters ectio n of

K and M c ontains

ele me nts s and t.

The intersection of

K and N contains

r and t.

The unio n of K n M and

Kn N

include s

ele ment s s, t, r, which are t h e same elerrents found in
t h e left me mber of the equation.

This est ablishe s

their equality.

PCSS I BLE SUBSETS CF A SET

We have de velope d a n example of a Boolean algebra.
It obeys t h e laws given i n the defi niti on of a numberlike sy stem and yet it does not concern the counting ,

measuring idea we have had of number.
are t h e subsets of a gi ven set U.

Its elements

The universe of

disc curs e of the original sample set containe d only
T'

three elements and out Boolean algebra was ma.de up
of the eight possible sub s ets of th i s particular
universe .

Had we chosen a universe of j ust two

eleme nts, t h ere would exist only four subsets or
members in the Boolean algebra of that universe.

A

universe of four ele ments has sixteen subsets , one of
five elerrents has thrity-two subsets.
established that a universe of
subsets.

n

I t has been

elements has

2n

In the universal sets used with t h e Venn

diagrams , many s ubs et s could ha ve been listed, but
onl y those needed were us ed.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES CF BCCLEAN ALGEBRA

A Boolean algebra has some properties it shareE with
t he real number s y stem .

These i ncl u de t he five laws

give n a bove and also th e existence of identity elements.
By an identity element we mean one that does not change
the value of another element under a particular operation
but l ets t hat element retain its identity.

In the real

I

'?

number s y stem, the identity ele ment f or addition is zero;
f or multipli cation, it is one :

a + 0 =a;

a• 1 =a.

Similarly in Boolean algebra we have identity elements,

¢

for union and

U for intersection:

AU ¢=A
A

¢, and the universal element,

The zero element,
much t h e same a s

U = A

0

and

1

U, behave

in the real number system.

Multiplication by the zero ele ment is also similar in
t he t wo syst ems.
a• 0 = 0

A Boolean al g ebra also has many special properties.
For any element in t he system we have :

The union or intersecti on of a set with it s elf yields
t he same set.

In the real number system this is true

only in certain cases.

a • a

=

a

a + a = a

if and only if

a

or if

a

if and only if

a

=
=
=

l·

1 • 1

=

O·

0 • 0

=0

O·

0 + 0 = 0

'
'

'

1

This special property of a Boolean algebra is ref erred
to a s t he idemp ote nt property and is true for every
ele ment in the s ystem.

.....

~

Figure 12:

u

u

=

K =
IV! =
N =
N
.~

{q,

r, s,

t' u,
r, s, t }
t, u, v\J
t, v,

t

s,

v,

w,

w}

{r,

K 11 111

r., n N

N) is the area

K LJ ( M

outlined in red

u

Figure 13:
K UM

llll l

KU N
(K U M )

n (K U

N)

is the

area outlined in red.

x}

We have already observed that intersection is
distributive with respect to union, as multiplication
is distributive with respect to addition in the real
number system.

In Boolean algebra, it can also be

shown that Boolean addition is distributive with respect to Boolean multiplication, or in

words,

otr~er

union is distributive with respect to intersection.
Venn

illustrate this special property which,

diagran~s

of course, does not hold in the real number system.
K

u 0 n N)

= (Ku M) n

(Ku N)

In figure 12, the intersect ion of
contains elements

t and

forms a set including

v.

Jv~

and

N

The union of these with

q, r, s, t, v.

K

This illustrates

the left member of the equation.
The right member is shown in figure 13.
of

K and

of

K and N

]If;

section of

has elerLents q, r, s, t, u, v; the union
has elements q, r, s, t, v, w.
KUM

q, r, s, t, v.

('

The union

and

KUN

The inter-

consists of elements

This proves their equality.

THE CUc.PLEI,ENT CF A SET

For each subset

A in the system, there is another

set that contains all the elements in
included in

A.

U that are not

This is called the complement of

A.

DEFINITICN:

The ccmplement of set

is the set cf

U that are not in A.

in

ele~ents

A, a subset of U,

Dencte it A'.

A in its complement,

There is no member of

Therefore the intersecticn of
set.
of

A and A'

A'.

is the null

Although they have no rrembers in common, the union
A and

A'

contains every member of the universe.

In the set of al 1 interers, the even numbers form subset
E.

The complement of

The uni en cf

E and

E
E'

contains all the odd integers.
contains all the intecers.

is obvious that the complenent of

E'

is

E.

It

These

basic properties of complerrentary sets nay be written in
symbolic form as follows:
AUA' =U

An A'

=

¢

(A') '

=

A

In each universe there is a complement fer every
subset.

The subset which contains all the members of

the universe has as its complement the null set,

¢.

The null set, which is a subset of every set, has as
its complement the subset

U.

U'

=¢

¢'

=

u

u

Figure 14:

(AU B)' is the area
outside the red line.

Figure 15:
A' 11111

B'
A'

n B'

is the area

outside the red line.

u

Figure 16:

(An B)' is the area
outside the red line.

Figure 17:
A'

I 11 l

B'
A'

U B' is the area
outside the red line.

There is a useful general rule concerning the
ccmplements of sets.

DE r{CHGAN'S RULE:

The complement of a union is the

intersection of the conplements; and the complement.
of an intersection is the union of the complements.

In symbols this law when applied to two sets states:
(AUB)'=A'()B'
(AnB)'=A'UB'

Again we use Venn diagrams to illustrate these
equalitiec;.

In figure 14 the union of

A and

B

is

tbe unshaded portion, hence the shaded area outside
the red line is the complement of
the complement of
lines.

In figure 15

A is the area containing vertical

The complement of

borizontal lines.

AU B.

B

is tbe area containing

The intersection of these two areas

must contain both vertical and horizontal lines.

This

is the portion of the diagram outside the red line,
the same as the shaded area in
The int-::;rsection of

fig~re

A and

14.

B is shown in figure

An

16 outlined in red.

The complement of

the shaded portion.

In figure 17 the complement of

and tre corrplement of

B

is all

B are tt:e same as in figure 15.

The union of these two areas includes all the lined
portion.

A

DEFlNITICN CF BC OLEAN ALGEBH.A

It is time now for a definition of Boolean algebra.
The term t1Boolean al,rebra" is used as any interpretaticn
of a certain postulate set or as the resulting system
of symbolic algebra following from this postulate set.

DEFINlTICN:

A Boolean algebra is a set

B

of elements

a, b, c, ••• , with two binary operations, vnion,
intersection,

(1)

L,, ,

and

, satisfying the following postulates:

The set

B is closed under the operations union

and intersection.
( 2)

Each of the operations

U and (i is corrJJJ1utati ve

for any two elements of
( 3)

B.

For any three elements of

B, each operc.tion

l' and ('; obeys tLe associative law.
(4)

Each operationL' and Ji is distributive relative
to the other.

( 5)

There exist distince identity elements,

¢ and

u

'

relative to the operations l,_, and .(!, respectively.

(6)

For each element
element
and

a'

a () a '

of
=

¢.

a
B

of

B

there exists an

such that

a L' a' = U

SU:MTV.lARY CF THE PROPERTIES CF A BlOLEAN ALGEBRA

1.

AU B

2.

Ai1B=BnA

3.

(A U B) U C =A U (B U C)

4.

( AnB ) n

= B U A

c=A rJ (B n c)

*6.

n (B u c) =
A u (B n c ) =

>:c7.

AU A

*B.

An A = A

5.

9.

A

AU ¢

=A
= A

9a.

An ¢ = ¢

10.

An U = A

':'11.

A U A' = U
=

¢

12.

(A U B)'

13.

(A

=
=

14.

(A')' = A

15.

U'

*lla.

n c)
(A u B) n (A u c )
( An B)

An A'

n B)'
=

¢

A' n B'
A' U B'

u

(A

SUMJcAH.Y CF 'l'HE PRCPEHTIES CF A B( CLEAN ALGEBRA

From the discussion and the definition we can now
summarize the properties of a Boolean algebra.

In the

summary, the first five are comparable to these found
in ordinary arithmetic er algebra.

They satisfy tJ e

definition of a number-like system.

The properties

with stars, 6, 7, B, and 11, are special properties
of Boe lean algebras and sets.

They a.rt:=i not true in

ordinary algebra except in certain
previously mentioned.

The

ca~;c:s

identit~

which we have

elements as defined

in properties 9 and 10 correspond to our use of one and
zero in tbe algebra of real numbers.
properties are

someti~~s

The last fcur

stated as theorems, but their

prcc fs are long and involved.

v,e state these ideas as

properties and leave the proofs for a more advanced
treatment of Boolean algsbra.

The properties of the

complement of a set and those stated in De

~organ's

Rule, are net included in the properties of ordinary
algebra.

The special properties we have discussed

distinguish a Boolean algebra from the algebraic system
with which ve have been familiar.

PRINCIPLE GF DUALITY

One of the important features of a Boolean algebra
is the perj_·ect symmetry between the two operations u
and

n.

elerr~nts

If the operations U and

¢ and

n,

and the identity

U, should be interchanged throughout,

we would obtain another set of properties which are
also valid.

There exists, then, in Boolean algebra, a

"principle of dualit yn which we state as the first
theorem.

THEOREI:

l:

Any theorem of Boolean algebra remains
valid if the operations
the identity elements

u and n,

and

u,

are

¢

and

interchanged throughout the statement
of the theorem.

This theorem guarantees that the proof of one
statement of a "dualtt pair is sufficient for the
establishment of both staten;ents.

This sirr.plifies

the proving of many theorems and in some cases cuts
the proof in half.

The proof' of a theorem such as

this comes under the study of metaphysics and is
beyond the scope of this course.

2:

THI~<.JU•.:I'~

PRCC F:

A

An

(AU B) =A

AU

(An B) = A

= AU¢
¢

AU

A =

=

=

Bn

(B ('\ ¢)

(AU B)

.

A

also A

( 9)

Identity property

(9a)

Substitution

n (AU

AU¢

"~

¢

Identity property

¢)

= A

Identity property

A

Substitution

=

(AU B) n

=

An (AU B)

Comn~utati ve

=

An (AU B)

Substitution

= AU

(A

(l

( 6)

Distributive property
( 9)

property

( 2)

Dual property (Theorem 1)

B)

These two staterrents are kno1cm as the "Absorption Laws"
of Boolean algebra.

Translating this theorem into the

algebra of real number:::: we have :

a (a

+ b) = a

a + (ab)

=

a

These statements are true only for

a = 1, b =

o.

a = O, or for

3:

THEGREK

X n A = Y n A,

If

X = Y.

then
PRClF:

X

= X n (XU A)

Absorption law (Theorem 2)

XUA=Yl)A
= X

n

X U A = Y U A,

and

Substitution

(YU A)

= (X n Y)

Given

U (X rJ A) Distributive property (5)

Given
{X

=

n

= (Yn

=

Y) U (Y

n

A) Substitution

X) U (Y :':A) Commutative property (2)

Y n (XU A)

Distributive property (5)

XUA=YUA

Given

=Y(l(YUA)

Substitution

= y

Absorption law (Theorem 2)
Substitution

/. x =:= y

It is interesting to note that in ordinary algebra,

r

xa = ya, (a

0), is sufficient for x = y, but in

Boolean algebra the cancellation law of multiplication
is not applicable:

¢

xnA

and A not equal to

= YnA,

x

does not establish the equality of

Y.

and

example consider the integers from 1 to 8.

Given the

subsets:
..,_

t;,

x = ,f 2 ' 3, 4,
\.,

y = {

4, 5, 6,

A=? {1,

4, 5,

5}

7}
s}

xn A =
YnA

=

but X

r

4, 5
4, 5
Y·

'

For

and A

rJ ¢.

CTHER REhlESELTATlCNS CF BC CLEAL ALG BRA

The Bcolean algebra we have constructed is only
one of the family of s:rsterrs which satisfies these
prop,.::rties.

One of the more familiar and often used

Boolean algebras is the symbclic representation of
logical reasoning.

This is the process used in deducing

new statements or propositions from one or more given
statements, using symbols so that preconceived notions
of truth values do not confuse the issue.
Any given statement is either true or false, not
T~js

both.

either in

corresponds to the idea that an element is
A

or not in

In logic we say

il

A

or not

'

that is in

A.

For not

-vA, mec.ning the neg,ation of

symbol,

or in

A

we use the

A

i-t.

A'•

If there are

two propositions, p and q, each may be either true or
false and these nay occur in various combinations.
By the statement

"P or qtt we mean that p is true
The syH>bol V

or q is true or both p and q are true.

fer trorn is sirdlar to the syn:bol for union,
has very s irLilar meaning.
A

or

B

or both; p

Vq

An elen:ent in

L,

AL B

and
is in

indicates p is true or q is

true or both are true.

vVhen we say "P and q 11 we mean

both p and q are true.

The symbol for "and" is /\

similar to 'l fer intersection.

A0 B

includes only

those elements 1:1hich are both in

A and in

B; p /\ q

is interpreted as both p is true and q is true.
Substituting the correct symbols, the properties of a
Boolean algebra can be translated into those of
symbolic logic.
These ideas are important in the analysis of
contracts.

For example, consider two insurance contracts

such as:

(1)

Policy will pay if insured is killed in an
accident involving a car and a train.

(2)

Policy will pay if insured is killed in an
accident involving a car or a train.

In the first case, they pay only if both a car and a
train are involved, in the second case if either a car
or a train is involved.

It pays tc read the fine printl

In addition to the algebra of sets and the algebra
of symbolic logic, another example of Boolean algebra is
the algebra of switching currents.

In this case an open

switch with no current flowing thi--ough, ttQfftr, corresponds to ¢, and a closed switch,

11

Cn'il, corresponds to U.

'l'wo svritches connected in parallel are such that if'
either one is closed the current flows through or i:i.' both
are closed then the current flows through.

This is

similar to the idea of union, that an element of

may be in

A or in

B or in both.

AU

If connected in

B

series, the two switches must both be closed for current
to flow through, as in intersecticn an elen:e nt in
must be in both

A and in

An

B

B.

Some of the modern logical computers make use of
the isomcrphism (the fact that the systerrs are abstractly
identical) between symbolic logic and the algebra of
switching currents.

In this way electrical networks can

be made to analyze a series of statements for consistency
and logical structure.

One of these interesting

"machines" is so designed that bits of military information, including rumors, may be fed into it, each with
a weighting factor representing the supposed reliability
of the information.

The machine determines the

reliability of any conclusion based on the data given
and will also indicate if the data is inconsistent.
Additional rumors may be added and the machine will
revise its interpretation.

CONCLUSICN

This new algebra helps us to understand ordinary
algebra and see relationships between algebra and other
branches of ma thematics.

It is of practical

in~portance

in analysis, in the design of electrical networks and
in the development of the theory of information.

In

many cases it sin;plifies complex ideas and is useful in
fields .far reraoved from mathematics.

Life insurance

companies are interested in sets of people in given age
groups; manufacturers of computers are interested in sets
of possible electrical circuits; psychologists in sets
of human characteristics; econcrnists in sets of inputs,
outputs, goods and processes.

They all find in the

algebra of sets a means of doing what might otherwise
be very difficult or even impossible.

In years to come

we shall probably l:ear much of this important new algebra.
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